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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which is a benefit of using VLANs and IP subnets?
A. The network will only allow access from authorized devices, eliminating the risk that
malicious users disconnect cameras to intercept network traffic
B. The network provides end-to-end encryption to prevent malicious users from intercepting
network traffic
C. An encrypted communication link is established over the internet, allowing surveillance
video to be securely viewed off-site
D. Network surveillance video can be kept separate from other network traffic, reducing the
risk that malicious users will intercept it
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
-- Exhibit-- Exhibit -Sentence As a result, instead of being entitled to a tax refund of $6055.40, you were,
entitled to a refund of only $605.54.
Which correction should be made to sentence 4?
A. remove the comma after result
B. insert a comma after you
C. remove the comma after were
D. replace being entitled with you are entitled
E. remove the comma after $6055.40
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are using Veeam Backup & Replication to create Snapshot-based backups of your VMware
environment running ONTAP. You added your primary and secondary ONTAP cluster to the
Veeam Storage inventory.
However, you are unable to select your secondary ONTAP cluster as a secondary target for your
Veeam backup job.
In ONTAP System Manager, which action solves this problem?
A. Select "Make Snapshot directory visible" for each volume that you want to back up.
B. Initialize SnapVault for the volume that you want to back up.
C. Create a vsadmin account to grant cluster access to Veeam for each volume that you want to
back up.
D. Change the security style to NTFS for the volume you want to back up.

Answer: B
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